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Urban curbside spaces are valuable urban assets that bridge the transport function of 

streets and the relevant other activities. Traditionally, they are simply yielded to parking 

for people’s convenience. However, this may hinder other alternative uses of the spaces, 

e.g., goods delivery and transit access. This curbside competition has only intensified 

recently with the emerging demands from E-commerce and new mobility services, i.e. 

ridesourcing by TNCs, and demands from vehicles of various classes with various 

duration and space requirements are overwhelming the current management system. 

Failures are often observed: UPS trucks double-parking and disrupting following traffic, 

and Uber drivers cruising around while waiting for customers. Several gaps exist in the 

current management practice: disconnected physical and cyber components in curb 

management, lack of demand-responsive and forward-looking curbside parking 

decision-making algorithms, estimate for potential impact of future connected vehicle 

and controllable infrastructure technologies, and missing consideration of urban traffic’s 

role in the system. To answer these questions, this research seeks to (1) devise a control 

framework that models the cyber and physical interactions, considering future mixed 

connectivity and mixed controllability scenarios; (2) understand curb usage, user demand, 

real-time roadway network condition so that they are depicted in the model; and (3) 

develop multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) algorithms for optimal 

decentralized control. We implemented a first-step version of the models and tested them 

on a 3-by-3 block roadway network in Seattle, WA. With real-world parking transaction 

data and traffic information, we simulated the background traffic input. Results show 

that our RL algorithms (independent A2C and cooperate A2C) can reduce reroute costs 

by almost 80%. This research project will deliver a simulation environment for curbside 

parking activities, allowing for mixed vehicle connectivity and mixed infrastructure 

controllability scenarios. 


